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a single vehile route or rew shedule. Essentially, an REF is assoiated with an arof the underlying network and desribes the update of resoures along that ar. Exam-ples of resoures are aumulated ost, time, load, distane, and, in general, attributesthat desribe the state of a vehile when operating its tour or of a rew member whenperforming his or her shedule. If VRPs and SPVCs are solved by olumn generationor Lagrangean relaxation, the subproblem is a so-alled shortest-path problem with re-soure onstraints (SPPRC), see (Desrohers and Soumis, 1988; Irnih and Desaulniers,2005). SPPRCs are extensions of lassial shortest-path problems where osts are replaedby multi-dimensional resoure vetors. These are updated via REFs along the path andonstrained at intermediate nodes.The intention of this paper is to larify whih properties of REFs allow important algo-rithmi proedures, suh as e�ient representation of (partial) paths, e�ient ost om-putations, and onstant time feasibility heking for partial paths (=segments) and theironatenations. In partiular, for handling onatenations of segments, the generalizationof REFs to segments and the inversion of REFs will turn out to be omputationally advan-tageous. At least four areas of appliation exist for inverse REFs and the generalizationof REFs to segments:First, bidiretional shortest-path algorithms have been used primarily for unonstrainedshortest-path algorithms and have proven to be highly e�etive for speeding up om-putations in the average ase (Ahuja et al., 1993; Helgason et al., 1993). The oneptof inverse REFs is mandatory for extending bidiretional shortest-path algorithms toSPPRCs with non-additive resoure updates. Column-generation subproblems with non-additive resoure updates arise in real-world routing and sheduling appliations (De-saulniers et al., 1998). For a huge olletion of suessfully solved real-world problems,we refer to the book by Desaulniers et al. (2005) and the referenes given there. Su-essful omputational tests of bidiretional SPPRC algorithms used in branh-and-priemethods for solving several types of VRPs with side onstraints were onduted by Salani(2005). Without doubt, these new ideas were rigorous in solving some of the remainingopen instanes of the (Solomon, 1987) benhmark (see Jepsen et al., 2006; Desaulnierset al., 2006).Seond, Irnih (2007) shows that branh-and-prie algorithms, where subproblems requirethe solution of (o, d)-shortest-path problems (from soure o to sink d), an be aeleratedby eliminating ars from the network of the subproblem. The ar-elimination proedureproposed there is exat in the sense that redued osts of o-d-paths allow the identi�ationof those ars that annot be part of an optimal solution. Suh ars are removed from thesubproblem network. An e�ient implementation of the proedure ombines forward andbakward shortest-path labels, i.e., the solution of o-to-all and inverse d-to-all SPPRCs.The bakward labels an only be omputed if an inverse of eah REF is de�ned.Third, the dynami aggregation method of Elhallaoui et al. (2005) is an aelerationtehnique for large-sale olumn-generation algorithms. As usual, the master programontains variables orresponding to paths (routes or shedules). One assumption of themethod is that onstraints are mainly of the set-partitioning type. Eah set-partitioningonstraint models the overing of a task w ∈ W (a �ight segment, a trip segment, aduty et.), where W is the set of all tasks to be overed. The dynami aggregationmethod replaes all tasks w ∈ W with representatives wℓ, ℓ ∈ L taken from a partitioning
W =

⋃

ℓ∈L Wℓ. A sequene of aggregated restrited master programs (ARMP), where2



only the representative tasks are present in the LP, is then solved instead of the fullrestrited master programm (RMP). The speedup reported by Elhallaoui et al. (2005)results from the fat that an ARMP has fewer onstraints than the original restritedmaster and, therefore, tends to be less degenerate. Note that degeneray typially slowsdown the onvergene of olumn-generation algorithms (tailing-o� e�et). In order toensure the onvergene towards the non-aggregated original optimal solution, a dynamiupdate proedures modi�es the partitioning (major iterations). During minor iterationsteps (when the partitioning is kept �xed), the subproblem is basially solved in order togenerate ompatible negative redued ost paths. Compatible paths respet the urrentpartitioning, i.e., paths overing eah partition Wℓ either fully or not at all. This is wherethe generalization of REFs to segments beomes important. Instead of solving the originalsubproblem over a large-sale network and �ltering out ompatible paths, one an replaeevery sequene of nodes orresponding to a partition Wℓ by a single node. An e�ientimplementation makes it neessary to generalize REFs from ars to segments, i.e., toreplae a sequene of REFs by a single REF. We expet that this shrinking proedurewill notably aelerate the solution proess of the subproblem. However, the dynamiaggregation method, as proposed by Elhallaoui et al. (2005), needs solutions from theoriginal non-aggregated network, for instane, to deide when to modify the partitioning,to provide an exat stopping rule, and to disaggregate dual variables of the ARMP.Therefore, the solution of aggregated subproblems should be treated similarly to the ideaof partial priing (Gamahe et al., 1999).Fourth and �nally, the last appliation uses REFs in a heuristi or metaheuristi ontext.E�ient primal heuristis for rih VRPs (Hasle et al., 2003) an be omputed using themodeling and solution framework by Irnih (2006). The framework is based on the giant-tour representation and resoure-onstrained paths. Nearly all metaheuristis for VRPsrely on the de�nition of neighbor solutions, e.g., k-Opt, k-Opt* as well as node and stringexhanges. Standard loal-searh proedures iteratively build a neighbor solution �rstand hek its feasibility afterwards. Typially, the feasibility hek auses an extra e�ortbounded by O (n) for instanes of size n. The new searh tehniques proposed by Irnih(2006) allow searhing neighborhoods of size O (nk) in O (nk) time in the worst ase.The fundamental idea is that a move deomposes the giant tour into a small (onstant)number of segments, rearranges them, and onatenates the possibly inverted segments.The result is a neighboring giant tour. If a preproessing proedure for omputing segmentREFs is performed a priori, the heking of the feasibility of the onatenated segments(=the new giant tour) an be aomplished in onstant time. Furthermore, for severallasses of VRPs, the sequential searh method (Irnih et al., 2006) is appliable and allowssubstantial speedups in the average ase. Numerial results are reported in (Irnih, 2006;Hempsh and Irnih, 2007).This paper is organized as follows: The next setion gives basi de�nitions of resoure-onstrained paths and REFs for the lassial ase and extensions. Several examples andreferenes show how real-world side onstraints an be modeled using REFs. In Setion 3,we analyze important properties of REFs, suh as smoothness and linearity, and REFsfor the lassial and more general non-dereasing ase. The omputation of an aggregatedREF for a segment is onsidered in Setion 4. Setion 5 disusses inverse REFs and theirde�ning properties. Setion 6 explains the most important �ndings with a small example.Final onlusions are given in Setion 7. 3



2 Resoure-Constrained PathsLet G = (V,A) be a digraph where V is the set of nodes and A the set of ars. A path
P = (e1, . . . , ep) is a �nite sequene of ars (some ars may our more than one) wherethe head node of ei ∈ A is idential to the tail node of ei+1 ∈ A for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}.For the sake of onveniene, we assume that G is simple, so that a path an be writtenas P = (v0, v1, . . . , vp) with the understanding that ei = (vi−1, vi) ∈ A holds for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.2.1 Resoure-Feasible PathsResoure onstraints an be modeled by means of (minimal) resoure onsumptions andresoure intervals (e.g., the travel times tij and time windows [ai, bi]). Let R be thenumber of resoures. A vetor T = (T 1, . . . , TR)

⊤

∈ R
R is alled a resoure vetor and itsomponents resoure variables (remark: x⊤ denotes the transposed vetor to the vetor x).

T is said to be not greater than S if the inequality T i ≤ Si holds for all omponents
i ∈ {1, . . . , R}. We denote this by T ≤ S. For two resoure vetors a and b, the interval
[a, b] is de�ned as the set {T ∈ R

R : a ≤ T ≤ b}.Resoure intervals, also alled resoure windows, assoiated with a node i ∈ V are denotedby [ai, bi] with ai, bi ∈ R
R, ai ≤ bi. The hanges in the resoure onsumptions assoiatedwith an ar (i, j) ∈ A are given by a vetor fij = (f r

ij)
R
r=1 of REFs. An REF f r

ij : R
R → Rdepends on a resoure vetor Ti ∈ R

R, whih orresponds to the resoure onsumptionaumulated along a path (s, . . . , i) from s to i, i.e., up to the tail node i of ar (i, j).The result fij(Ti) ∈ R
R an be interpreted as a resoure onsumption aumulated alongthe path (s, . . . , i, j).Let P be any path in G. In order to simplify the notation, the nodes are numbered from 0to p, i.e., P = (0, 1, . . . , p−1, p). Path P is resoure-feasible if resoure vetors Ti ∈ [ai, bi]exist for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p} suh that fi,i+1(Ti) ≤ Ti+1 holds for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p−1}. Forany resoure onsumption T ′

0 ∈ [a0, b0] at the start node 0, the set of all feasible resourevetors at the last node p is given by
T (P, T ′

0) = {Tp ∈ [ap, bp] : ∃ Ti ∈ [ai, bi] with T0 ≥ T ′
0 and fi,i+1(Ti) ≤ Ti+1for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}} . (1)Additionally, we de�ne T (P ) = T (P, a0) and F(u, v) to be the set of all resoure-feasiblepaths from a node u to a node v. Note that P ∈ F(u, v) holds if and only if T (P ) 6= ∅.2.2 Cost and Pareto-OptimalityAll the appliations mentioned in the introdution onsider paths within optimizationproblems. The easiest way of modeling ost is to use a resoure r ∈ {1, . . . , R} for thispurpose. Two types of optimization problems are assoiated with REFs: First, a path

P = (0, 1, . . . , p) is given and the task is to �nd an `optimal shedule' for this path,i.e., to solve minT∈T (P ) T cost. The seond type of problem is to �nd an `optimal path'(the node sequene and the optimal shedule), i.e., minP ∈ F(s, t)(minT∈T (P ) T cost). It isbeyond the sope of this paper to present and lassify the di�erent types of problems andassoiated solution approahes. Details and further referenes an be found in (Irnih andDesaulniers, 2005). 4



However, in order to analyze properties of REFs and their impat on di�erent ompu-tational proedures, we must stress that there are good reasons for extending the aboveoptimization problems from the one-dimensional `ost' ase to a multi-dimensional set-ting (see de�nition of the generi SPPRC in (Irnih and Desaulniers, 2005, p. 41)). If ostis a non-negative linear ombination of several other resoures (suh as distane, timeet.), a ost-minimal path an be found among all Pareto-optimal paths w.r.t. the givenresoures. Several standard algorithms for solving the two problems `optimal shedule'and `optimal path' require the onsideration of at least all Pareto-optimal points in T (P ′)for all pre�x paths P ′ of P at intermediate nodes. In partiular, this is the ase if solu-tion approahes, suh as dynami programming algorithms, are used and if all REFs arenon-dereasing (see de�nition below).2.3 Classial REFsClassial SPPRCs onsider REFs of the form
fij(Ti) = Ti + tij (2)(see Desaulniers et al., 1998) or

fij(Ti) = max{aj , Ti + tij} (3)(see Irnih and Desaulniers, 2005), where aj and tij ∈ R
R are onstants assoiated withnode j and ar (i, j), respetively. These lassial REFs are separable by resoures, i.e.,no interdependenies exist between the di�erent resoures. Note that de�nitions (2) and(3) are equivalent w.r.t. the de�nition (1) of T (P, T0), sine Tj ≥ aj is satis�ed.Note further that (2) and (3) are speial ases of an REF where the lower bound dependson the ar (i, j), i.e.,

fij(Ti) = max{aij , Ti + tij} (4)(with aij = −∞ one gets (2) and with aij = aj one gets (3)). De�ning lassial REFsby (4) o�ers more �exibility for modeling. We will see that using (4) also provides moreonsistent results w.r.t. the generalization of REFs to segments. Additionally, when anar (i, j) is used and Tj ≥ fij(Ti) is the resoure onsumption at node j, it is possible tohek Tj against an ar-spei� upper bound bij (instead of bj). For the sake of simpliity,we do not use this extension in the paper. However, all results an be easily adapted tothis ase of ar-spei� lower and upper bounds.Well-known examples of real-world onstraints that an be modeled with lassial REFsare:(1) Globally onstrained resoures aumulated along nodes: Here, all resoureintervals are equal to [ai, bi] = [0, U ] with a global upper bound U > 0 and REFsare of the form fij(Ti) = Ti + tj for values tj ∈ R+ and j ∈ V . Limited apaities
U and demands tj are the most prominent examples that our with the lassialVRP and its extensions.(2) Globally onstrained resoures aumulated along ars: If the resoure on-sumption is on ars, the only di�erene is that REFs are of the form fij(Ti) = Ti+tij.Examples are path-length onstraints, where length is measured in distane, travel5



time, fuel onsumption, pay toll et. Note that speialized models and algorithmsexist for shortest-path problems that have solely this type of onstraint (Beasleyand Christo�des, 1989; Borndörfer et al., 2001).(3) Resoures onstrained by individual intervals aumulated along ars andnodes: The de�nition (1) of feasible paths is diretly motivated by situations wherevalid servie times are given by time windows [atime
i , btime

i ], and servie and traveltimes by ttime
ij . It is possible to wait so that the start of a servie may be later thanthe arrival at the node.Another example is the ost resoure. Costs are typially onstrained only at theinitial node 0 with [a0, b0] = [0, 0], and [ai, bi] = (−∞,∞) at all other nodes i ∈

V, i 6= 0. In the ontext of olumn generation, tcost
ij is omposed of ar osts cijand pro�ts for all onstraints ontaining ar (i, j). For instane, if node overingonstraints are present, node pro�ts λi (dual pries of the overing onstraints)yield lassial REFs with a redued ost omponent de�ned by tcost

ij = cij − λi.The modeling apabilities of lassial REFs also enable the omputation of non-trivialattributes of paths. Several examples are given by Avella et al. (2004): They lassifyresoures as numerial and totalizable (e.g., length, travel time), numerial and non-totalizable (e.g., road width, number of lanes), and indexed (e.g., type of road, gradient,parking restritions). We assume that a path P is given and that the length of an ar (i, j)is lij . Avella et al. show how to formulate the following onstraints as globally onstrainedresoures that are aumulated along ars:
• The average value of a totalizable parameter pij ∈ R over all ars must not exeed U(or fall below L), i.e., ∑(i,j)∈P pij lij/

∑

(i,j)∈P lij ≤ U (≥ L, respetively).For instane, if lij is the length in kilometers [km℄ and pij is the average travel time[h/km℄ on an ar (i, j), the upper bound U allows the bounding of the average traveltime [h/km℄ along the path, e.g., guaranteeing a minimum speed of 1/U [km/h℄.
• The path has to ontain ars with ertain properties f (possibly non-totalizable orindexed) that sum up to a length of at most U (or least L), ∑(i,j)∈P :bij=1 lij ≤ U(≥ L, respetively), where oe�ient bij ∈ {0, 1} determines whether (i, j) ∈ A hasproperty f or not.Here one an, for instane, bound the number of kilometers of one-lane roads.
• The path has to ontain at least (most) x perent of ars with a given property f , i.e.,
∑

(i,j)∈P :bij=1 lij ≥
x

100

∑

(i,j)∈P lij (with ≤ for `at most').Relevant onstraints of this type are a maximum of x% inner-ity streets in a route.Moreover, lassial REFs are useful in the ontext of multiple use of vehiles (Taillardet al., 1996). If a vehile is used more than one in a planning period, it goes bak to thedepot for loading/unloading and possibly maintenane. The impliation for some of theresoures is that they have to be reset to their orresponding lower bound: For instane, aresoure for the olleted load is reset to zero. This �ts in niely with the above de�nitions
fij(Ti) = Ti + tj and fij(Ti) = Ti + tij of REFs. In order to reset resoure r, one hasto set the orresponding omponent of tj or tij to −∞ (any number not greater than6



ar
j − br

i ). Other resoures, suh as time and ost, are updated in the standard way. Hene,restriting the length of the entire route or the arrival times is fully ompatible withthe reset of the �rst resoures. The same tehnique is used in (Irnih, 2006; Hempshand Irnih, 2007) for modeling a giant tour (Christo�des and Eilon, 1969) as a singleresoure-onstrained path.It has been pointed out by Irnih and Desaulniers (2005) that de�nition (1) apturesthe ase of minimal resoure onsumptions. If one wants to model exat resoure on-sumptions instead, the inequalities in (1) have to be replaed by T r
i+1 = f r

i,i+1(Ti) forthe partiular resoures r. For the time window ase and the resoure time, the equalitymeans that waiting is not allowed: The arrival time at eah node has to be idential to thestart time of the servie. Let R= (R≤) be the resoures that fore an equality (inequality)in (1). Gamahe et al. (1998) note that a resoure r ∈ R= might equivalently be replaedby two resoures r1, r2 ∈ R≤. In this ase, there are R + 1 resoures and REFs f̃ij arefuntions mapping from R
R+1 to R

R+1 (the ˜ symbol refers to the ase with the newresoures r1 and r2). The resoure intervals and REFs for r1 are idential to those for r,while resoure intervals for r2 are [ar2

i , br2

i ] = [−br
i ,−ar

i ]. For r2, the REFs are de�ned by
f̃ r2

ij (T̃i) = −f r
ij(T̃

1
i , . . . , T̃ r−1

i ,−T̃ r2

i , T̃ r+1
i , . . . , T̃R

i ). The new resoure windows and REFsdo not guarantee that T r1 = −T r2 holds and that the resoure variables ful�ll (1) withequality. However, any path P that is resoure-feasible w.r.t. the resoures r1 and r2 isalso feasible w.r.t. r ∈ R=, and vie versa. The resoure variables T r
p at the last node ofthe path an be feasibly hosen from [−T̃ r2

p , T̃ r1
p ]. It is ensured that feasible values for theother resoure variables T r

i exist suh that equality holds. The following example of strittime windows demonstrates the relationship between r, r1, and r2: Let P = (0, 1, 2, 3)be a path, [0, 10], [11, 12], [8, 24], [15, 35] be the time windows at the four nodes, and letthe travel times be 10 between all pairs of nodes. Trivially, the minimum resoure on-sumptions of resoure r1 along the path P is (0, 11, 21, 31). The resoure r2 uses the lowerbounds intervals [ar2

i , br2

i ] given by [−10, 0], [−12,−11], [−24,−8], and [−35,−15], and
f̃ij(Ti)

r2 = max{ar2

i , T r2 −10}. The result is the feasible minimum resoure onsumptions
−10, −12, −22, and −32. For the original resoure r ∈ R=, this result means that anyvalue between 31 and 32 is a feasible servie time at node 3. In turn, feasible start timesat node 0 are between 1 and 2.Finally, the modeling of path-strutural onstraints, suh as pairing and anti-pairing,preedene, follower and non-follower onstraints as well as elementarity of the path bylassial REFs, an be found in (Irnih and Desaulniers, 2005, Setion 3).2.4 General REFsMore general de�nitions of REFs with non-linear funtions and interdependent resouresprovide a powerful instrument for modeling pratially-relevant side onstraints.2.4.1 Load-Dependent CostsIn this paragraph, we onsider REFs for routing problems where the ost of traveling alongan ar (i, j) depends on the load transported over this ar. An example is the pikup-and-delivery problem presented in (Dumas et al., 1991) where the ost of an ar (i, j)is given by a non-dereasing funtion cij : R+ → R depending on the urrent load. Forthe sake of oniseness, we restrit ourselves to the two resoures R = {cost, load}. Eahustomer node has a demand dj with dj > 0 for pikups and dj < 0 for deliveries. Load7



is a restrited resoure with resoure intervals [aload
i , bload

i ] = [0, Q] for a given vehileapaity Q, while ost is unrestrited. Formally, the REF for an ar (i, j) is given by
fij(T

cost
i , T load

i ) = (T cost
i + cij(T

load
i ), T load

i + dj). (5)The properties of fij mainly depend on the ost funtion cij . In Setions 4 and 5, we willanalyze a�ne ost funtions, polynomial ost funtions and pieewise linear ost funtionsto see whether these an be generalized to segments or be inverted.2.4.2 Soft Time Windows and Inonveniene CostsSoft time windows model the fat that some servie/visiting times within a given timewindow [atime
i , btime

i ] are more desirable than others. The inonveniene is expressed by aost or penalty funtion πi : [atime
i , btime

i ] → R+ whih gives, for eah feasible point t intime, the orresponding inonveniene ost. Soft time windows have been onsidered, e.g.,by Sexton and Bodin (1985a,b); Ibaraki et al. (2005). Dumas et al. (1990) have shownthat, for a given path P = (0, 1, . . . , p) and onvex inonveniene ost funtions πi, the`optimal shedule' problem, i.e.,
min

p
∑

i=0

πi(Ti)s.t. Ti−1 + ti−1,i ≤ Ti for all i = 1, . . . , p

ai ≤ Ti ≤ bi for all i = 0, . . . , pwith ai, bi, Ti ∈ R for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p}, an be solved by an algorithm that takes atmost O (p) uni-dimensional minimizations over onvex funtions. Details, inluding thepseudo-ode of the algorithm, an be found in (Dumas et al., 1990).Ibaraki et al. (2005) use arbitrary, possibly non-onvex pieewise linear inonvenieneost funtions πi. These funtions also over the ase of multiple time windows (see alsoSetion 2.4.5), sine high inonveniene osts model infeasible servie-start times betweenonseutive time windows at the same loation. Among other results, Ibaraki et al. (2005)provide a dynami programming proedure for optimizing the overall ost. This proeduretakes O (pδ) time if p is the length of the route and δ the total number of piees of theassoiated penalty funtions.In a more general setting with several resoures, the resoure r = cost is updated de-pending on both resoures r = cost and r = time, i.e., the ost omponent of the REFis
f cost

ij (Ti) = T cost
i + cij + πi(T

time
i ), (6)where cij ∈ R is a �xed ost assoiated with the ar (i, j). The de�nition (6) adds thepenalty when leaving a node and does, therefore, not add an inonveniene ost at the�nal node. In s-t-shortest-path problems, an alternative de�nition of the REFs for all arsending at the destination node t an solve this defet. Desaulniers et al. (1998) also suggestREFs of the form fij(Ti, Tj) that depend on both resoure variables, at node i and node j.Thus, REFs f cost

ij (Ti, Tj) = T cost
i + cij + πj(T

time
j ) would be possible. However, as notedin (Desaulniers et al., 1998, p. 82), suh a de�nition of an REF does, in general, impedethe e�etive omputation of intermediate resoure onsumptions. Computing T (P ) anbeome (pratially) untratable. 8



2.4.3 VRPSDPThe next example we present is the VRP with simultaneous deliveries and pikups (Min,1989). Eah ustomer i has to be visited one, and the serviing vehile has to performa delivery of demand di and a pikup of quantity pi. An s-t-path P = (0, 1, . . . , p) is afeasible route if the maximum load on the vehile does not exeed the vehile apaity Qat any point in the route. In order to hek the feasibility of a route w.r.t. apaity, atleast two interdependent resoures with non-linear REF are neessary (see Halse, 1992):A �rst resoure r = pick models the amount piked up when leaving a node, i.e.,
T pick

i ∈ [pi, Q] and fpick
ij (Ti) = T pick

i + pj, (7a)while a seond resoure r = mL models the maximum load ourring along the path
P = (s, . . . , i, j), i.e.,

TmL
i ∈ [max{pi, di}, Q] and fmL

ij (Ti) = max{T pick
i + pj, T

mL
i + dj}. (7b)The REF fmL

ij depends on both resoures r = pick and r = mL in a non-linear way. Theinterpretation of fmL
ij is the following: The maximum load on a path P = (o, . . . , i, j) aneither our at the very end when leaving node j, and is then given by the entire pikedup load T pick

i + pj . Or the maximum load an emerge on the pre�x path P ′ = (o, . . . , i).In this ase, the maximum load on P omprises the maximum load TmL
i on P ′ and theamount dj delivered to node j. This explains the formula (7b).Note that the VRPSDP generalizes several types of VRPs: The VRP with bakhauls andmixed loads (VRPBM) has ustomers who either have a delivery or pikup demand, butnot both, i.e., djpj = 0 for all j. If all linehaul ustomers i (di > 0 and pi = 0) have topreede the bakhaul ustomers j (dj = 0 and pj > 0), the resulting problem is the VRPwith bakhauls (VRPB). All of these VRP types an be handled with the two resoures

pick and mL, and REFs of the form (7). However, the VRPB is muh easier to modelthan the VRPSDP and VRPBM: It an also be modeled with two independent resouresfor the piked up and delivered quantities (or with only one resoure that is reset to zeroat the transition from linehaul to bakhaul ustomers). A more detailed lassi�ation ofVRPs with deliveries and pikups an be found in (Dethlo�, 2002).The ase where some ustomers have positive delivery and pikup demand an reateanother interesting type of VRP: If it is an option to visit ustomers one or twie(but with the same vehile), so-alled lasso tours an our. Some ustomers are �rstsupplied only, then a round trip along ustomers with simultaneous delivery and pikupis performed, and �nally pikups at the �rst ustomers are made (visited in the reverseorder). The paper by Gribkovskaia et al. (2006) shows that suh a mixed approah hasthe potential for notable ost savings. The savings result from better utilization of thevehile apaity, sine performing deliveries at the beginning yields additional spae forthe olletion in the seond ombined delivery and pikup phase. These VRPs an bemodeled as an extension of the VRPBM by splitting all ustomers j with djpj > 0 intotwo nodes j+ and j− with (dj+ , pj+) = (dj , 0) and (dj− , pj−) = (0, pj). In addition,pairing onstraints have to ensure that j+ and j− are visited on the same tour.2.4.4 Waiting Times and Times on DutyAnother important example of non-linear REFs is the modeling of (limited) waiting timesand times on duty. Consider the ase where the time of servie is given by a resoure9



r = time with given travel and servie times ttime
ij and time windows [atime

i , btime
i ]. Anyfeasible shedule (T time

i )pi=0 for a path P = (0, 1, . . . , p) imposes the following values:The time on duty is d = d(P, (T time
i )pi=1) = T time

p − T time
0 , the (overall) waiting timeis w(P, (T time

i )i) = T time
p − T time

0 −
∑p

i=1 ttime
i−1,i, and time spent on travel and servie is

∑p
i=1 ttime

i−1,i. By bounding these durations by dmax, wmax and tmax, the determination ofan optimal shedule with minimum time on duty and minimum waiting time beomesneessary. Additionally, when waiting is penalized by a onstant (node independent) fator
cwait, ost-optimal shedules are non-trivial to determine. Desaulniers and Villeneuve(2000) have shown that the omputation of ost-minimal (ar osts plus waiting osts)shedules an be performed by means of three resoures, two of them having non-linearREFs. Here, we generalize their results in the sense that we model limited waiting timesas well as limited times on duty.The REF fij(Ti) omputes the minimum resoure onsumption along ar (i, j) with thefollowing resoures: (1) r = time for the earliest start of servie, (2) r = wait theaumulated (minimum) waiting time, (3) an additional resoure r = hlp for omputing
r = wait, (4) the overall time on duty r = duty, and (5) a seond additional resoure r =
hlp′ for omputing r = duty. The overall time on duty learly inludes travel and servietimes, but waiting times might be inluded fully or partially. In order to over the generalase, we introdue the fator δ ∈ [0, 1] as the fration of waiting times relevant foromputing the time on duty, i.e., T duty = T travel + T service + δ Twait. Using the resultsgiven in (Desaulniers and Villeneuve, 2000), the omponents of fij(Ti) have to be de�nedas follows:

f time
ij (Ti) = T time

i + ttime
ij (8a)

fwait
ij (Ti) = max

{

Twait
i , T hlp

i − ttime
ij + atime

j

} (8b)
fhlp

ij (Ti) = max
{

Twait
i − btime

j , T hlp
i − ttime

ij

} (8c)
fduty

ij (Ti) = max
{

T duty
i + ttime

ij , T hlp′

i + (1 − δ)ttime
ij + δatime

j

} (8d)
fhlp′

ij (Ti) = max
{

T duty
i + (1 − δ)btime

j , T hlp′

i + (1 − δ)ttime
ij

} (8e)The feasible domains of these resoure variables are given by the following intervals:
T time

i ∈ [atime
i , btime

i ] for all i ∈ V (9a)
Twait

i ∈ [0, wmax] for all i ∈ V (9b)
T hlp

i ∈ (−∞,∞) for all i ∈ V \ {0} and T hlp
0 ∈ [−btime

0 ,∞) (9c)
T duty

i ∈ [0, dmax] for all i ∈ V (9d)
T hlp′

i ∈ (−∞,∞) for all i ∈ V \ {0} and T hlp′

0 ∈ [−δbtime
0 ,∞) (9e)Note that resoure r = time is independent from the other resoures and its update islassial. The two pairs (wait, hlp) and (duty, hlp′) are pairwise interdependent resouresoupled with a max-term.As an example, we onsider a path P = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) with time windows [atime

i , btime
i ] andtravel times ttime

i,i+1 given in olumns 2 to 4 of the following table. We further assume that75% of the waiting time is relevant for omputing the time on duty, i.e., δ = 0.75.10



Node Time Window Travel Time Resoure Variables T r
i
, r =

i atime
i

btime
i

ttime
i,i+1

time wait hlp duty hlp′0 0 2 4 0 0 -2 0 -1.51 5 7 2 5 0 -6 4 -0.52 9 10 1 9 1 -8 6.75 03 11 11 3 11 2 -9 8.5 0.254 16 18 16 4 -12 13 1Total 10 4 10+0.75·4First, the path P1 = (0, 1) has no waiting time (travel time and time on duty oinide)beause any start time T time
0 ∈ [1, 2] ⊂ [atime

0 , btime
0 ] leads to no waiting at node 1. Seond,for the path P2 = (0, 1, 2), starting at the latest possible time T time

0 = 2 results in anarrival at time T time
1 + ttime

12 = 6 + 2 = 8 at node 2. The minimum waiting time for P2is, therefore, equal to 1. Third, path P = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) has a minimum waiting time of4 beause one has to wait at least 1 unit of time at node 2, 1 unit of time at node 3,and 2 units of time at the destination node. The overall time on duty is 13 time units,sine traveling and servie takes 10 = 4 + 2 + 1 + 3 units of time and waiting ontributeswith 3 units (the minimum waiting time is 4 units of time and is onsidered partially by
3 = 0.75 · 4).We will study this type of REF with a pairwise max-term in detail in Setions 4.2 and 5.2.2.4.5 Multiple Time WindowsMultiple time windows are relevant if the servie at a loation j has to fall into one outof several di�erent time slots, i.e., into the union of mj disjoint intervals

Ij = [atime
j1 , btime

j1 ] ∪ [atime
j2 , btime

j2 ] ∪ · · · ∪ [atime
j,mj

, btime
j,mj

].At least two substantially di�erent ways of modeling multiple time windows exist: Onepossibility is representing the mj time intervals by mj di�erent nodes. Instead of visitingloation j, one has to visit one of these, i.e., all mj nodes represent the same task. Theseond possibility is to have a single node i only, but to use a non-linear REF with a timeomponent of the form
f time

ij (Ti) =







atime
j1 if T time

i + ttime
ij < atime

j1

atime
jk if T time

i + ttime
ij ∈ (btime

j,k−1, a
time
jk ) for some k > 1

T time
i + ttime

ij otherwise . (10)The REF is non-smooth, but pieewise linear and non-dereasing. Note that it is notassured that T time
j ∈ Ij holds, sine inequality (1) just requires T time

j ≥ f time
ij (Ti) (f.Setion 2.3). However, by using (10), the existene of feasible values T time

j ∈ Ij is guar-anteed. Thus, feasibility w.r.t. multiple time windows is ensured. Minimum resoure on-sumptions T time
j ful�ll T time

j ∈ Ij.2.4.6 Time-Dependent Travel TimesSeveral authors (e.g., Ahn and Shin, 1991; Malandraki and Daskin, 1992; Hill and Benton,1992) have examined time-dependent travel times. For eah ar (i, j) in the network, a11



funtion ttime
ij : [atime

i , btime
i ] → R+ provides the travel time ttime

ij (T time) for travelingfrom i to j depending on the time of day T time, i.e., the onstant ttime
ij ∈ R+ in thelassial ase is replaed by a funtion. The time omponent of the REF beomes

f time
ij (Ti) = T time

i + ttime
ij (T time

i ). (11)A onsistent de�nition of travel times ttime
ij (T ) requires that all funtions have the so-alled non-overtaking property

Stime
i ≤ T time

i =⇒ f time
ij (Stime

i ) ≤ f time
ij (T time

i )for all Stime
i , T time

i ∈ [atime
i , btime

i ] (in (Ahn and Shin, 1991) the inequalities are statedas strit `<'-relations, whih is not neessary). This is exatly the de�nition of a one-dimensional non-dereasing funtion (see below). If ttime
ij : [atime

i , btime
i ] → R is smoothand di�erentiable, the non-overtaking property is equivalent to that ttime

ij

′
(T time) ≥ −1holds for the derivative and any T time ∈ [atime

i , btime
i ].2.4.7 Complex Cost FuntionsComplex ost funtions often our in rew sheduling appliations when modeling om-plex rew wages. Examples an be found in (Vane et al., 1997; Gamahe et al., 1999;Desaulniers et al., 1999). Their modeling by REFs is straightforward.3 Resoure Extension Funtions and their PropertiesFor a �xed path P = (0, 1, . . . , p) and orresponding REFs fi,i+1 for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1},the struture of the sets T (P ) and T (P, T0) with T0 ∈ R

R an be omplex. This has severalimportant onsequenes. First, heking whether P is resoure-feasible (T (P, T0) 6= ∅) ornot, an be di�ult. Seond, as ost is modeled either as a separate resoure or as a linearombination of resoures, the struture of T (P, T0) has impliations on ost omputations.Third, for algorithmi purposes, a `simple' representation of T (P, T0), e.g., with O (R)oe�ients, is desirable. The next four subsetion analyze REFs in terms of these aspets.3.1 Struture of T (P, T0)For any vetor x ∈ R
R, the set xx is de�ned as xx = {y ∈ R

R : y ≥ x}. It is a onewith the unique extreme point x and the unit vetors of R
R as extreme rays. For a set

X ⊆ R
R, we de�ne f(X) = {f(x) : x ∈ X} and Xx =

⋃

x∈X xx.In the following, let P = (0, 1, . . . , p) be an arbitrary path and T0 ∈ [a0, b0]. For p ≥ 1,we denote by P− = (0, 1, . . . , p − 1) the pre�x path.It follows diretly from de�nition (1) that T ∈ T (P, T0) implies T x ∩ [ap, bp] ⊂ T (P, T0)holds. This has the following impliation for the sets of feasible resoure values:Proposition 1 Let P = (0, 1, . . . , p − 1, p) be a path with p ≥ 1. The following relationholds for the sets T (P, T0) and T (P−, T0):
T (P, T0) = fp−1,p(T (P−, T0))

x ∩ [ap, bp] for all T0 ∈ [a0, b0] (12)Proofs for the above and all other propositions and theorems an be found in the appendix.In the following, we will study smooth, linear and non-dereasing REFs and their impaton the sets T (P, T0). 12



Proposition 2 Let P = (0, 1, . . . , p) be a path with smooth REFs fi,i+1 for all i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. Then T (P, T0) is ompat for all T0 ∈ R

R.The ompatness of T (P, T0) implies that the minima in the `optimal shedule' and `opti-mal path' problems exist (as long as P is feasible or a feasible path P exists). Otherwise,only an in�mum surely exists (T (P, T0) ⊂ [ap, bp] is bounded).Next, we onsider the important ase where all REFs are non-dereasing funtions. Afuntion f : R
R → R

R is non-dereasing, if, for any pair S, T ∈ R
R with S ≤ T ,the inequality f(S) ≤ f(T ) holds. Non-dereasing REF arise `naturally' if an REF isinterpreted as the update funtion for omputing minimum resoure onsumptions. Ifthe resoure onsumption S at node i is not greater (in any omponent) than T , weexpet that a minimum resoure onsumption after traveling from i to j, i.e., fij(S) and

fij(T ), will also ful�ll this relation.Proposition 3 Let P = (0, 1, . . . , p) be a path with non-dereasing REFs fi,i+1 for
i = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1. Then T (P, T0) is a possibly empty interval I ⊂ R

R for all T0 ∈ R
R.If I 6= ∅, the interval I is given by I = [âp(T0), bp] and âp(T0) ∈ R

R an be omputedstep-by-step using
â0(T0) = max{a0, T0} and âi(T0) = max{ai, fi−1,i(âi−1(T0))} (13)for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.Note that the seond part of the above Proposition 3 requires that the path is feasible,i.e., T (P, T0) is non-empty. Otherwise, [âp(T0), bp] 6= T (P, T0) = ∅. This an happenif âi(T0) 6≤ bi holds for some intermediate node i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. An example isthe segment P = (0, 1, 2) with [a0, b0] = [0, 2], [a1, b1] = [1, 1], [a2, b2] = [4, 6], and

t01 = t12 = 2. Formula (13) yields [â2(T0), b2] = [4 + T0, 6] 6= ∅ but P is infeasible forany initial resoure onsumption T0 ∈ [0, 2].Sine lassial REFs are non-dereasing, the results of Proposition 3 hold, i.e., the entireinformation about the struture of T (P, T0) is given by the point âp(T0) ∈ R
R andthe upper bound bp at node p. In order to simplify the notation, we assume from nowon that all REFs fij already satisfy fij(Ti) ≥ aj for all Ti ∈ R

R, (i, j) ∈ A. For thelassial ase, this means that the REF fij inludes the max-term with aj , i.e., fij(Ti) =
max{aj , Ti+tij} (as, e.g., in de�nition (3)). A diret onsequene is that the values âi(T0)an be represented diretly as

âi(T0) = fi−1,i ◦ fi−2,i−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01(T0) (14)for all T0 ≥ a0 (note the ommon onvention that g ◦ h(T ) is de�ned as g(h(T )), i.e., theseond funtion is applied �rst). For i = 0, the formula is onsistent beause the emptyonatenation of funtions is the identity, so that a0(T0) = T0 holds. Note further that,for values T0 6≥ a0, the max-term with a0 is missing, so that Formula (13) an produe adi�erent result.Surprisingly, even if non-dereasingness seems natural, several examples of pratiallyrelevant `optimal shedule' or `optimal path' problems exist whih have REFs with somedereasing omponent(s). The simplest ase are linear REFs whih may not be non-dereasing. A funtion f : R
R → R

R is a�ne linear if a matrix P ∈ R
R×R and avetor q ∈ R

R exist, suh that f(x) = Px + q holds for all x ∈ R
R. In the ase of13



q = 0, f is linear. It has been pointed out that linear node osts `naturally' arise inolumn generation subproblems if resoure variables appear with non-zero oe�ients inthe master problem formulation (see Desaulniers et al., 1998). Examples of this type aresynhronization of departure or arrival times in vehile or airline sheduling (Ioahimet al., 1994), ombined inventory management and (ship) routing (Christiansen, 1996),and VRP with split delivery (Gendreau et al., 2005).Proposition 4 Let P = (0, 1, . . . , p) be a path with (a�ne) linear REFs fi−1,i for i ∈
{1, . . . , p}. Then T (P, T0) is the empty set or a polytope for all T0 ∈ R

R.We end this paragraph with a small example of linear REFs for modeling time (i.e., startof servie) and linear ost and inonveniene funtions. Consider the path P = (0, 1, 2),two resoures r = time and r = cost with resoure intervals [a0, b0] = [0, 2] × [0, 4],
[a1, b1] = [2, 5] × [0, 5], and [a2, b2] = [5, 10] × [0, 15]. Travel times are t01 = 1 and
t12 = 3, osts are c01 = 4 and c12 = 6 and inonveniene ost fators are π0(T

time
0 ) =

−2T time
0 and π1(T

time
1 ) = −T time

1 , see Formula (6). The REFs are, therefore, de�nedby f01(T
time
0 , T cost

0 ) = (max{2, T time
0 + 1}, T cost

0 + 4 − 2T time
0 ) and f12(T

time
1 , T cost

1 ) =
(max{5, T time

1 + 3}, T cost
1 + 6 − T time

1 ) with a partially dereasing seond omponent.Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional polytopes T (0, T0),T ((0, 1), T0), and T (P, T0) for
T0 = a0 = (0, 0)

⊤ . Note that for di�erent values of T0 the polytope T (P, T0) an hangew.r.t. the number of faes and extreme points.
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Fig. 1. Example of a Linear REF with a Dereasing Component3.2 E�ient Representation of T (P, T0)Can we e�iently represent T (P, T0) in a parametrized form, depending on T0 ∈ R
R(or ∈ [a0, b0])? Obviously, the preeding subsetion has given a partial answer to thisquestion.Provided that all REFs fi−1,i are non-dereasing, the set T (P, T0) is either empty orgiven by [âp(T0), bp] with âp(T0) = fp−1,p ◦ fp−2,p−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01(T0). If one wants toompute âp(T0) with an e�ort independent of the length of the path, one has to �nd ane�ient representation of the omposition fp−1,p ◦ fp−2,p−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01. This is simplythe generalization of p individual REFs for eah ar to a single REF for the segment

P = (0, 1, . . . , p). Therefore, an e�ient representation of T (P, T0) an be gained fromany e�ient representation of fP = fp−1,p ◦ fp−2,p−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01.Two ases have to be answered negatively: If an REF has at least one dereasing ompo-nent, we annot expet the representation of T (P, T0) to be independent of the length p of14



the path. An example is linear waiting times (Ioahim et al., 1998; Irnih and Desaulniers,2005) where the polytope T (P, T0) an have O (p) = Ω(p) extreme points. For more gen-eral settings with R > 2 resoures, the number of extreme points an grow even morerapidly. The seond ase is that all REFs fi−1,i are non-dereasing but de�ned di�erentlyon mi ≥ 2 intervals. Examples are REFs for multiple time windows (see Formula (10)) orsoft time windows with mi ≥ 2 linear piees. Here, the number of linear piees neessaryto de�ne fP an grow in the order of Ω(
∑p

i=0 mi).3.3 Feasibility ProblemThe feasibility problem for a given path P = (0, 1, . . . , p) and T0 ∈ [a0, b0] is to answerthe question of whether T (P, T0) 6= ∅ holds or not. As shown in (Irnih and Desaulniers,2005), the feasibility problem an be NP -hard if no additional assumptions about theREFs are given.Even for the `most desirable' ase where all REFs are non-dereasing, the feasibilityproblem annot be solved by onsidering fP alone. If fP (T0) 6≤ bp, the path P is learlyinfeasible. However, fP (T0) ≤ bp provides no information about whether P is feasible ornot. For the moment, we an just state the following result:Proposition 5 Let P = (0, 1, . . . , p) be a path with non-dereasing REFs fi−1,i for
i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then P is feasible, i.e., T (P, T0) 6= ∅, if and only if âi(T0) ≤ bi holds forall i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p}.Proposition 5 means that we have to perform p + 1 omparisons and apply p REF eval-uations (on vetors having R omponents) in order to hek whether path P is feasible.We will see in Setion 5 that inversion of REFs allows the redution of the omputationale�ort to a single omparison. However, additional assumptions on the REFs are neessaryfor ensuring that these an be inverted.3.4 Cost ComputationIn the simplest ase, ost is one of the resoures, e.g., represented by r = 1. Otherwise,ost is modeled impliitly as a non-negative linear ombination of two or more of theresoures {1, . . . , R}. Therefore, the (minimum) ost of a given path P = (0, 1, . . . , p)with initial resoure onsumption T0 ∈ [a0, b0] is infT∈T (P,T0) α

⊤

T for some α ∈ R
R
+. Notethat, for non-smooth REFs, the set T (P ) may not be ompat so that a minimum maynot exist.The analysis of the struture of T (P, T0) in the preeding setion diretly implies thefollowing two results: If all REFs are non-dereasing, the minimum ost of the path

P = (0, 1, . . . , p) is given by α
⊤

âp(T0). If all REFs are linear (but with some dereasingomponents), the determination of the minimum ost requires the expliit or impliitsolution of an LP, sine T (P, T0) is a polytope. Impliit methods for the desription ofthis polytope have been developed for speialized ases with two resoures by Ioahimet al. (1998) and three resoures by Gendreau et al. (2005). These methods also leadto e�etive dominane rules when the optimal path problem is solved by a dynamiprogramming (labeling) proedure. 15



4 Generalization of REFs to SegmentsIn the following, the term segment refers to an arbitrary path that is treated as anindeomposable unit in a given digraph G. The distintion between segments and pathsis made for the sake of explanation only: A given path P , e.g., in an optimal sheduleproblem, an be deomposed into several segments P = P1+P2+· · ·+Pℓ. The modi�ationof a giant tour by loal-searh moves is another example of segments arising. In an optimalpath problem, segments our if some sequenes of nodes or ars are fored to be visited ina given ordering. Examples are s-t-shortest-path problems in branh-and-prie approaheswhen branhing rules �x �ows along some ars, and the solution of the partial priingproblem in the dynami aggregation proedure (see the introdution).For this setion, let P,P1 and P2 be segments in G. We denote by α(P ) the �rst node andby ω(P ) the last node of the segment P . In order to apply Proposition 3 and Formula (14)with a small omputational e�ort, the fous is on analyzing the following properties of asegment REF fP = fp−1,p ◦ fp−2,p−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01.(SCoF): fP is in the same lass of funtions as all the ar REFs fij are.(FNoC): For all paths P , the segment REFs fP an be represented with a f ixed numberof oe�ients (independent of the length of P ) so that a funtion evaluation fP (T )an be aomplished in O (1) time and spae.(CJS): For any two segments P1, P2 with ω(P1) = α(P2), the omputation of the seg-ment REF fP1+P2
for the joined segment takes O (1) time and spae.4.1 Classial REFsThe following propositions show that the lassial ase an easily be generalized to seg-ments, sine REFs for segments and their onatenations are of the same form as REFsfor ars. The oe�ients de�ning the REF for a segment an be omputed from theoe�ients of the parts (ars or partial segments) the new segment is onstruted of.Proposition 6 Let f1 and f2 be given by f1(T ) = max{a1, T + t1} and f2(T ) =

max{a2, T + t2}. Then
f2 ◦ f1(T ) = max{a, T + t},with a = max{a2, a1 + t2} ∈ R
R and t = t1 + t2 ∈ R

R.Proposition 7 Let P = (0, 1, . . . , p) be a segment with lassial REFs for all ars, i.e.,
fi,i+1(T ) = max{ai+1, T + ti,i+1} for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. The segment REF is

fP (T ) = fp−1,p ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01(T ) = max{aP , T + tP } (15a)with
aP = fp−1,p ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01(a0) and tP =

p−1
∑

i=0

ti,i+1. (15b)Next, we onsider the onatenation of two segments. For two segments P1 = (v0, v1, . . . , vp)and P2 = (w0, w1, . . . , wq) with vp = ω(P1) = α(P2) = w0, the segment P1⊕P2 is de�nedas (v0, v1, . . . , vp, w1, . . . , wp). Otherwise, if (vp, w0) = (ω(P1), α(P2)) ∈ A then P1 + P2denotes the segment (v0, v1, . . . , vp, w0, w1, . . . , wp).16



Proposition 8 Let P1, P2 be segments in G with REFs fP1
(T ) = max{aP1

, T + tP1
} and

fP2
(T ) = max{aP2

, T + tP2
}, respetively.(a) If ω(P1) = α(P2) then fP1⊕P2

(T ) = fP2
◦ fP1

(T ) = max{aP1⊕P2
, T + tP1⊕P2

}, with
aP1⊕P2

= max{aP2
, aP1

+ tP2
} ∈ R

R and tP1⊕P2
= tP1

+ tP2
∈ R

R.(b) If (i, j) := (ω(P1), α(P2)) ∈ A then fP1+P2
(T ) = fP2

◦fij ◦fP1
(T ) = max{aP1+P2

, T +
tP1+P2

}, with aP1+P2
= max{aP2

, aα(P2) + tP2
, aP1

+ tij + tP2
} ∈ R

R and tP1+P2
=

tP1
+ tij + tP2

∈ R
R.There is a subtle di�erene between Formula (2) onerning REFs for ars and the resultof Proposition 8(b) when these are applied to the segments P1 = (i) and P2 = (j).The proposition yields fP (T ) = max{max{aj , ai + tij}, T + tij}. This di�ers from theREF fij(T ) = max{aj , T + tij} de�ned for the ar (i, j). Note that both funtions areidential on the interval [ai,∞) but may di�er on (−∞, ai). With aij = max{aj , ai + tij}the better or more onsistent de�nition of a lassial REF is fij(T ) = max{aij , T + tij},see also Formula (4) and the omments there. Anyway, in all ases, fP is of the requiredform (15) as stated in Proposition 8.Summarizing the results, we an state the following theorem:Theorem 1 Classial REFs fij(T ) = max{aj , T +tij} for all (i, j) ∈ A an be generalizedto segments. The segment REFs have the properties (SCoF) and (FNoC), and their oef-�ients an be omputed using Formulas (15). Conatenations of segments with segmentREFs of the form fP (T ) = max{aP , T + tP } have the property (CJS) and the oe�ientsof the onatenated segments an be omputed by the formulas given in Proposition 8.4.2 REFs with a Pairwise Max-TermIn Setions 2.4.3 and 2.4.4, we have seen that REFs, where pairs of resoure variablesare oupled together with a max-term, are useful for modeling simultaneous deliveriesand pikups as well as for omputing minimum waiting times, minimum times on duty,and travel and waiting osts aumulated along the stops of a vehile path. For thisparagraph, let the number of resoures R = 2U be even. All resoure vetors are omposedof pairs (T, T ′), where T and T ′ are U -dimensional vetors. In the same way, REFs arewritten as f : R

U ×R
U → R

U × R
U , (T, T ′) 7→ (g(T, T ′), h(T, T ′)) with spei� funtions

g, h : R
U × R

U → R
U . The following proposition shows that REFs with a pairwise max-term have the same `nie' properties as lassial REFs.Proposition 9 Let f1 and f2 be given by f1(T, T ′) = (max{a1, T + t1, T

′ +
u1},max{a′1, T + t′1, T

′ + u′
1}) and f2(T, T ′) = (max{a2, T + t2, T

′ + u2},max{a′2, T +
t′2, T

′ + u′
2}). Then

f2 ◦ f1(T, T ′) = (max{a, T + t, T ′ + u},max{a′, T + t′, T ′ + u′}) (16)with a = max{a2, a1 + t2, a
′
1 + u2}, t = max{t1 + t2, t

′
1 + u2}, u = max{u1 + t2, u

′
1 + u2},

a′ = max{a′2, a1 + t′2, a
′
1 + u′

2}, t′ = max{t1 + t′2, t
′
1 + u′

2}, u′ = max{u1 + t′2, u
′
1 + u′

2}.The following theorem is a diret onsequene of the preeding proposition.Theorem 2 REFs of the form fij(T, T ′) = (max{aj , T+tij, T
′+uij},max{a′j , T+t′ij, T

′+
u′

ij}) for all ars (i, j) ∈ A an be generalized to segments. A segment P = (0, 1, . . . , p)has an REF of the form 17



fP (T, T ′) = fp−1,p ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01(T, T ′)

= (max{a, T + t, T ′ + u},max{a′, T + t′, T ′ + u′}) (17)with (a, a′) = fp−1,p ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01(a0, a
′
0), i.e., properties (SCoF) and (FNoC). Con-atenations of segments with segment REFs of the form fP (T, T ′) = (max{a, T + t, T ′ +

u},max{a′, T + t′, T ′ + u′}) have the property (CJS) and the oe�ients of the onate-nated segments an be omputed by the formulas given in Proposition 9.VRPSDP The VRP with simultaneous deliveries and pikups has REFs with pairwisemax-terms, where ai = pi, a′i = max{pi, di}, bi = b′i = Q, tij = t′ij = pj, uij = −∞, and
u′

ij = dj holds for all nodes i ∈ V . If we assume pi, di ≥ 0 for all i ∈ V as well as T ≥ piand T ′ ≥ max{pi, di} the values ai, a
′
i an be set to 0. This simpli�es Formula (17) in thefollowing way: The segment REF for P = (0, 1, . . . , p), T ≥ pi, and T ′ ≥ max{pi, di} is

fP (T, T ′) =

(

T +

p
∑

i=1

pi, max{T + mLP , T ′ +

p
∑

i=1

di}

)

, (18)where mLP is a onstant representing the maximum load that ours on segment P . Tobe more preise, T is the load piked up after leaving the �rst node 0 (i.e., T has toinlude the pikup quantity p0 at node 0) and T ′ is the maximum load on the vehilethat ours before arriving at node 1. Also, mLP does not onsider what happens beforenode 1, i.e.,
mLP = max







k∑

i=1

pi +

p
∑

j=k+1

dj : k ∈ {1, . . . , p}






.4.3 Non-dereasing REFsBesides lassial REFs and REFs with a pairwise max-term, we have seen three othertypes of non-dereasing REFs in Setion 2.4: REFs for modeling load-dependent osts,multiple time windows, and time-dependent travel times.4.3.1 Load-Dependent CostsGiven P = (0, 1, . . . , p) and REFs fi−1,i of the form (5) for i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, it is straight-forward to see that

fP (T0) = fp−1,p ◦ · · · ◦ f12 ◦ f01(T0)

=



T cost
0 +

p
∑

i=1

ci−1,i



T load
0 +

i−1∑

j=0

dj



 , T load
0 +

p
∑

i=1

di



holds. If we want fP to be a funtion of the same form as the REF fi−1,i (property(SCoF)), we have to look for sets C of funtions c ∈ C, c : R → R whih are losed under(1) addition of funtions, and (2) the shift operation. For any d ∈ R, a orrespondingshift operation maps a funtion c ∈ C to the funtion de�ned by T 7→ c(T + d). In thease where (1) and (2) hold, the above term T cost
0 +

∑p
i=1 ci−1,i

(

T load
0 +

∑i−1
j=0 dj

) anbe replaed by T cost
0 + cP (T load

0 ). 18



First, the set H = Pm of polynomials of a degree not greater than m is losed underthe addition and shift operations. It follows that the ost funtions cij ∈ Pm for theload-dependent ost on ars (i, j) ∈ A imply REFs for a segment whih have a ostfuntion cP de�ned by a polynomial in Pm (property (FNoC)). Sine the omputationof the orresponding polynomial takes O (m2) = O (1) time and spae, property (CJS)is ful�lled. As a speial ase for m = 1 a�ne linear osts are possible (see Fig. 2(a)).Note that non-dereasingness of the (segment) REFs is satis�ed if all ost funtions arenon-dereasing.
load

cost

(a) load

cost

(b) load

cost

()Fig. 2. Load-dependent Costs. (a) A�ne Linear, (b) Pieewise Linear with MultiplePiees, () Approximation by a PolynomialSeond, if the cij are de�ned pieewise using up to mij linear funtions (as depited inFig. 2(b)), the ost funtion for the segment P = (0, 1, . . . , p) is also pieewise linear(property (SCoF)). However, the number of proper piees neessary for de�ning cP anbeome m01 ·m12 ·. . . ·mp−1,p ((FNoC) does not hold). Consequently, if one is interested inompat representations, one should not use funtions cij de�ned di�erently on di�erentintervals. Instead, pieewise de�ned tari�s should be approximated, e.g., by polynomialsleading to segment REFs with a �xed number of oe�ients (independent of the lengthof the segment under onsideration). Figure 2() shows an approximation of the ost-funtion depited in Figure 2(b) by a polynomial.4.3.2 Multiple Time WindowsFor multiple time windows, it is easy to see that the REF for a segment is of the sameform as the REF for an ar, see Formula (10). Conerning the e�ort of representing theREF, Gietz (1994, p. 65) has shown that one has to onsider up to m+(m−1)p intervalsif up to m time windows are given at eah node of a path of length p. Again, (SCoF)holds but (FNoC) does not. Anyway, in real-world problems, Gietz (1994, p. 65 f) ouldnot �nd instanes in whih more than nine intervals had to be onsidered. Thus, for longroutes, the worst-ase upper bound m + (m − 1)p was never reahed.4.3.3 Time-Dependent Travel TimesEven if the REF is non-dereasing (has the non-overtaking property), the generalizationto segments is hardly possible. For the sake of simpliity, we assume that all time windowsare idential, i.e., [atime
i , btime

i ] = [0, τ ], and that all travel time funtions ttime
ij (T ) arenon-negative. The travel time on a segment P = (0, 1, . . . , p) is19



tP (T0) = T0 + t01(T0)

+ t12(T0 + t01(T0))

+ t23(T0 + t12(T0 + t01(T0)))

+ t34(T0 + t23(T0 + t12(T0 + t01(T0))))

+ . . .(we have omitted the supersript time). For the segment P to have a travel time fun-tion tP that is of the same form as the individual travel time funtions on the ars(property (SCoF)), it is required that this lass of funtions H be losed under (1) addi-tion of funtions, (2) addition of a onstant, and (3) onatenation of funtions. The setof all polynomials H = P satis�es (1)-(3) but the obvious drawbak is that tP has in-reasing degree (and, therefore, an inreasing number of oe�ients) when P gets longer.For a�ne linear funtions, i.e., H = {f(T ) = cT +d : d ∈ R+, c ∈ R, c ≥ −d/τ}, the lass
H also ful�lls (1)-(3). However, these funtions are not useful for modeling pratiallyrelevant aspets, suh as peaks with inreased travel time during rush-hours et. De�ningpieewise linear funtions does not solve the problem, sine one ends up with numerouslinear piees de�ned on disjoint intervals (suh as for load-dependent osts and weightbreaks).We are not aware of any lass H of funtions that ful�lls property (SCoF), an modelpratially relevant aspets, and has a ompat representation, i.e., property (FNoC).4.4 Soft Time Windows, Inonveniene Costs, and Linear Node CostsIn the following, we will disuss di�erent ases for the inonveniene funtions πi :
[atime

i , btime
i ] → R+. First, if all πi are non-dereasing, the segment REF fP is alsonon-dereasing. Even for the simplest ase of linear non-dereasing inonveniene fun-tions πi(T

time) = wi · T
time with wi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ V , it is di�ult to �nd a ompatrepresentation. The reason for this di�ulty is that we end up with a pieewise de�nedREF, i.e.,

fP (T cost
0 , T time

0 ) =

(

T cost
0 +

p
∑

i=1

ci−1,i + πP (T0),max{atime
P , T0 +

p
∑

i=1

ti−1,i}

)with πP a pieewise linear inonveniene funtion. A simple example is P = (0, 1),
[atime

0 , btime
0 ] = [0, 2], [atime

1 , btime
1 ] = [2, 4], t01 = 1. Here, πP : [0, 2] → R with πP (T0) =

w0T0 + 2w1 for T0 ∈ [0, 1] and πP (T0) = (w0 + w1)T0 + (w0 + 2w1) for T0 ∈ [1, 2]. It iseasy to see that the number of piees an beome p + 1 for a segment P = (0, 1, . . . , p)with p + 1 nodes ((FNoC) does not hold). Di�erent non-dereasing funtions, suh aspolynomials, imply that the same disrete ases must be distinguished.Seond, we assume that all inonveniene funtions are linear but dereasing, i.e., πi(T
time) =

wi · T
time with wi ≤ 0 for all i ∈ V . These inonveniene funtions have been used bySexton and Bodin (1985a,b). As pointed out previosly, T (P, T0) is a polytope but notneessarily a (multi-dimensional) interval. Consequently, we annot use Proposition 3,Formula (14) and the segment REF for representing T (P, T0). However, the omputa-tion of ost-minimal shedules an be aomplished by replaing the REF (6) by a non-dereasing REF, but at the ost of `inverting' the underlying digraph. In order to see this,note �rst that the ost-minimal shedule (Ti)

p
i=1 for P = (0, 1, . . . , p) and T0 ∈ [a0, b0]20



visits eah node i ∈ {1, . . . , p} as late as possible. The minimum inonveniene ost ofthe segment w.r.t. T time
0 is given by πP (T0) = min{w0T0 + ρP , σP }, where ρP , σP ∈ Rare onstants depending on the segment P and w0 ≤ 0 is the slope of the inonvenienefuntion at the start node 0 of the segment. Here, it is assumed that one arrives as late aspossible at the �nal node p, i.e., T time

p = btime
p . Otherwise, for any feasible T time

p ∈ [ap, bp],the minimum ost depends on Tp so that πP (T0) = min{w0T0 + ρP (Tp), σP (Tp)}. Thefuntions ρP (Tp) and σP (Tp) are not non-dereasing and depend on resoure variables onthe �nal node of the segment. Consequently, we annot give `simple' update formulas forinonveniene ost funtions when two or more segments are onatenated ((CJS) doesnot hold). We suggest using the following `inverse approah' in order to handle linearinonveniene funtions with negative slope. Instead of digraph (V,A), we use a new di-graph with the same set V of nodes and reverse ars (j, i) for all (i, j) ∈ A. The resoure
r = time is replaed by a resoure r = ntime. This new resoure models `negative pointsin time' and is onstrained by [antime

i , bntime
i ] = [−btime

i ,−atime
i ]. The resoure update is

gji(T
cost
j , T time

j )

=
(
T cost

j + cij − wjT
ntime
j , max{T ntime

j + ttime
ij ,−btime

i }
)It is easy to prove that any shedule (Ti)

p
i=0 for P = (0, 1, . . . , p) and the original REFs isresoure-feasible if and only if the shedule (T cost

i ,−T time
i )0i=p is feasible for the segment

(p, p−1, . . . , 0) with resoures cost and ntime and REFs gji. The advantage of new REFsis that they are non-dereasing in both omponents (beause of −wj ≥ 0). They anbe handled like the ase of linear non-dereasing inonveniene osts (therefore, we haveproperty (SCoF) for pieewise linear osts, and not (FNoC)).Third, linear inonveniene ost funtions with positive as well as negative slopes atdi�erent nodes exeed the omplexity of the two ases onsidered before. These problemsneed a speial algorithmi treatment. Ioahim et al. (1998) provide solution approahesfor optimal path problems with only two resoures (shortest-path problems with timewindows and linear node osts) based on the pieewise representation of the lower envelopedesribing the two-dimensional polytope T (P ). Similarly, the above-mentioned study byIbaraki et al. (2005) onsiders exatly this ase, but the fous is not on analyzing REFs forsegments but on proedures for aelerating loal searh for standard VRP neighborhoods.Fourth and �nally, onvex inonveniene ost funtions with three or more linear piees,as suggested by Sexton and Choi (1986), lead to the same type of inonveniene ostfuntion for a segment but with multiple linear piees. Obviously, this adds anotherdegree of omplexity to the three ases onsidered above.5 Inversion of Resoure Extension FuntionsThe main question to be answered in this setion is how to de�ne inverse REFs so thatthey are useful for the following two tasks:
• How an we hek the feasibility of a segment without iteratively applying the REFsfor all ars of the segment and heking intermediate resoure onsumptions againstupper bounds? More preisely, given a segment P = (0, 1, . . . , p) and an initial resoureonsumption T0 ∈ [a0, b0], we want to �nd out e�iently whether T (P, T0) 6= ∅ holds.21



• De�ne an inverse REF whih allows a reversal of the diretion in whih resoure vari-ables are onsidered. Given any ar (i, j) ∈ A, is it possible to de�ne a funtion whihprovides the resoure onsumption at the tail node i if this information is given for thehead node j?The analysis of T (P, T0) in Setion 3.3 has provided only one `simple' riterion for the�rst task, given in Proposition 5. Aording to the preondition of Proposition 5, weassume for the entire setion that all REFs are non-dereasing. The following propositionsolves the �rst task, i.e., gives a riterion for the feasibility problem.Proposition 10 Let P = (0, 1, . . . , p) be a path with non-dereasing REFs fi−1,i for
i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. If funtions f inv

i−1,i : R
R → R

R exist with properties(INV) fi−1,i(T ) ≤ T ′ ⇐⇒ T ≤ f inv
i−1,i(T

′) for all T ∈ (−∞, bi−1]and all T ′ ∈ [ai,∞)(UBB) f inv
i−1,i(T

′) ≤ bi−1 for all T ′ ∈ R
R(NDI) f inv

i−1,i is non-dereasingfor all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, then P is resoure-feasible w.r.t. the initial resoure onsumption
T0, i.e., T (P, T0) 6= ∅ if and only if T0 ≤ f inv

01 ◦ f inv
12 ◦ · · · ◦ f inv

p−1,p(bp) holds.We all any funtion f inv
ij whih satis�es (INV), (UBB), and (NDI) an inverse REF of

fij. Note that onditions (NDI) and (UBB) are symmetrial to the onditions on fij,i.e., the REF has to be non-dereasing and fij(T ) ≥ aj must hold for any T ∈ R
R.Condition (INV) is weaker than what is lassially postulated for an inverse funtion.This weaker ondition makes sense, sine one annot expet fij or f inv

ij to be bijetive.For instane, the preimage of aj under fij, i.e., f−1
ij ({aj}) ⊆ R

R typially ontains morethan one point and, in that ase, fij is not injetive so that no lassial left inverse exists(in terms of set theory).Aording to the idea of generalizing REFs to segments, it is straightforward to de�nethe inverse segment REF f inv
P of a path P = (0, 1, . . . , p) as f inv

01 ◦ f inv
12 ◦ · · · ◦ f inv

p−1,p.Note that f inv
P is (per de�nition) non-dereasing and ful�lls fP (T ′) ≥ a0 for all T ′ ∈ R

R.Proposition 10 provides a riterion that an be heked in O (R) time (independent of thelength of the path) when f inv
P (bω(P )) is omputed a priori. The e�ort for the omputationof f inv

P (bω(P )) depends on the (inverse) REFs at hand.If onditions (NDI), (UBB), and (INV) are satis�ed for all REFs, we an easily invert theentire graph and assoiated solution proesses for optimal shedule and optimal path prob-lems. In order to see this, de�ne G′ = (V,A′) with the same set of node and reversed ars
A′ = {(i, j) : (j, i) ∈ A}. With eah ar (i, j) ∈ A′ we assoiate the REF f ′

ij := f inv
ji . Forall i ∈ V , let [a′i, b

′
i] := [ai, bi] be the resoure intervals. Then any path P = (0, 1, . . . , p) isresoure-feasible w.r.t. (G, fij , [ai, bi]) if and only if P ′ = (p, . . . , 1, 0) is resoure-feasiblew.r.t. (G′, f ′

ij, [a
′
i, b

′
i]). Classial solution approahes for SPPRCs are mainly based on dy-nami programming (Irnih and Desaulniers, 2005). The impliation for these approahesis that labels an be extended either forward along ars (the traditional way) or bakwardin the opposite diretion to the ars. Furthermore, orresponding forward and bakwardlabels an be ompared and provide a simple riterion for heking the feasibility of theassoiated ompound path. 22



Theorem 3 (Conatenation Theorem)Let P1 and P2 be resoure-feasible paths with ω(P1) = α(P2). If P1 has segment REF
fP1

and P2 has inverse segment REF f inv
P2

, then P = P1 ⊕ P2 is resoure-feasible if andonly if fP1
(aα(P1)) ≤ f inv

P2
(bω(P2)).Our goal is now to develop an easy-to-prove su�ient ondition for (INV) to hold. Thisondition will then be used to show that lassial REFs as well as REFs with a pairwisemax-term are invertible.Proposition 11 Let fij : R

R → R
R and f inv

ij : R
R → R

R be non-dereasing funtions.A su�ient ondition for property (INV) to hold is
(INV 1) Ti ≤ f inv

ij (fij(Ti)) for all Ti ∈ (−∞, bi]and (INV 2) Tj ≥ fij(f
inv
ij (Tj)) for all Tj ∈ [aj ,∞).We will use the above riterion for proving that lassial REFs and REFs with pairwisemax-term have inverse REFs for ars as well as for segments.5.1 Classial REFsNext, we show that lassial REFs have an inverse REF and that these an be generalizedto segments.Theorem 4 Classial REFs of the form fij(T ) = max{aj , T + tij} for all (i, j) ∈ A anbe inverted and the inverse an be generalized to segments suh that properties (SCoF),(FNoC), and (CJS) hold.(a) The funtion f inv

ij (T ′) = min{bi, T
′ − tij} is an inverse REF of fij.(b) A segment P = (0, 1, . . . , p) has an REF as in Proposition 7 and an inverse REF ofthe form

f inv
P (T ′) = min{bP , T ′ − tP } (19)with bP = f inv

01 ◦ · · · ◦ f inv
p−2,p−1 ◦ f inv

p−1,p(bp) ∈ R
R and tP =

∑p−1
i=0 ti,i+1 ∈ R

R (properties(SCoF), (FNoC)).() Let P1, P2 be segments in G with inverse REFs fP1
(T ′) = min{bP1

, T ′ − tP1
} and

f inv
P2

(T ′) = min{bP2
, T ′ − tP2

}, respetively. If ω(P1) = α(P2), then
f inv

P1⊕P2
(T ′) = f inv

P1
◦ f inv

P2
(T ′) = min{bP1⊕P2

, T ′ − tP1⊕P2
}holds with bP1⊕P2

= min{bP1
, bP2

− tP1
} ∈ R

R and tP1⊕P2
= tP1

+ tP2
∈ R

R (this isproperty (CJS)).Note that, in general, inverse REFs are not unique, sine (INV), (UBB), and (NDI) donot impose strong restritions on the values of f inv
ij (T ′) for T ′ 6≥ aj . However, it is easy toshow that inverse REFs f inv

ij to lassial REFs fij are uniquely de�ned for T ′ ∈ [aj ,∞):
f inv

ij (Tj) = min{bi, Tj − tij}.5.2 REFs with a pairwise max-termSimilar results follow for REFs with a pairwise max-term (as introdued in Setion 4.2).23



Theorem 5 REFs fij(T, T ′) = (max{aj , T + tij, T
′ +uij},max{a′j , T + t′ij , T

′ +u′
ij}) forall (i, j) ∈ A an be inverted and the inverse an be generalized to segments suh thatproperties (SCoF), (FNoC), and (CJS) hold.(a) The funtion f inv

ij (S, S′) = (min{bi, S − tij, S
′ − t′ij},min{b′i, S − uij , S

′ − u′
ij}) is aninverse REF of fij .(b) A segment P = (0, 1, . . . , p) has an REF as in Theorem 2 and an inverse REF of theform

f inv
P (S, S′) = (min{b, S − tP , S′ − t′P },min{b′, S − uP , S′ − u′

P }).with (b, b′) = f inv
01 ◦ f inv

12 ◦ · · · ◦ f inv
p−1,p(bp, b

′
p) (properties (SCoF) and (FNoC)).() Let P1, P2 be segments in G with inverse REFs

f inv
P1

(S, S′) = (min{bP1
, S − tP1

, S′ − t′P1
},min{b′P1

, S − uP1
, S′ − u′

P1
}),

f inv
P2

(S, S′) = (min{bP2
, S − tP2

, S′ − t′P2
},min{b′P2

, S − uP2
, S′ − u′

P2
}),respetively. If ω(P1) = α(P2), then

f inv
P1⊕P2

(S, S′) = (min{bP1⊕P2
, S − tP1⊕P2

, S′ − t′P1⊕P2
},

min{b′P1⊕P2
, S − uP1⊕P2

, S′ − u′
P1⊕P2

}),holds with bP1⊕P2
= min{bP1

, bP2
− tP1

, b′P2
− t′P1

}, tP1⊕P2
= max{tP1

+ tP2
, uP2

+ t′P1
},

t′P1⊕P2
= max{tP1

+ t′P2
, t′P1

+ u′
P2
}, b′P1⊕P2

= min{b′P1
, bP2

− uP1
, b′P2

− u′
P1
}, uP1⊕P2

=
max{uP1

+ tP2
, u′

P1
+ uP2

}, u′
P1⊕P2

= max{uP1
+ t′P2

, u′
P1

+ u′
P2
} (this is property (CJS)).The speial ases of VRPSDP and VRP with limited time on duty or limited waitingtime are analyzed in more detail.VRPSDP It follows from Theorem 5 that

f inv
ij = (min{Q,S − pj, S

′ − pj},min{Q,S′ − dj})is an inverse REF of (7) for all (i, j) ∈ A. If we assume S, S′ ≤ Q and that all pikupquantities pi and delivery quantities di are non-negative, the min-term with Q an beomitted (the assumption does not hold for appliations with multiple use of vehiles).Formulas for segments P = (0, 1, . . . , p) an be simpli�ed and beome
f inv

P (S, S′) =

(

min{S −

p
∑

i=1

pi, S
′ − mLP }, S′ −

p
∑

i=1

di

) (20)where mLP is the same onstant representing the maximum load that ours in For-mula (18). The interpretation of the above formula for the inverse segment REF is thatthe resoure r = pick (the quantity piked up before leaving node 0) is onstrained bythe entire load piked up on the segment as well as the maximum load that ours on P .The seond resoure r = mL for the maximum load is onstrained only by the quantitythat has to be delivered along P . 24



Waiting Times and Times on Duty It has been shown in Setion 2.4.4 that wait-ing times, waiting osts, and times on duty an be modeled by means of non-dereasingREFs. The resoure r = time for earliest time of servie is a resoure with a lassialupdate given by (3).The four resoures, r = wait, r = hlp, r = duty, and r = hlp′ are two pairs of interde-pendent resoures whih depend on eah other with REFs as stated in (17). Therefore,an REF with resoures {time,wait, hlp, duty, hlp′} an be inverted. Hene, all aspets oftime on duty and limited waiting times an be handled by REFs that are invertible andan be generalized to segments.5.3 General REFsWith the ases disussed in Setion 4.4, it is easy to see that REFs for modeling softtime windows either have REFs or inverse REFs with at least one dereasing omponent.The soft time window ase never satis�es the onditions of Proposition 10. We thereforedisuss the ase of load-dependent osts only.Load-Dependent Costs The only way of de�ning an inverse REF of (5) for load-dependent osts is
f inv

ij (T cost
j , T load

j ) =
(

T cost
j − cij(T

load
j − dj), T load

j − dj

)(for the sake of simpliity, we have omitted the min-term with the upper bounds bcost
i and

bload
i for both resoures as they are not neessary if all demands and osts are non-negativeand Tj ≤ bj). As stated before, fij is non-dereasing if and only if cij is non-dereasing.The opposite holds for f inv

ij , i.e., f inv
ij is non-dereasing if and only if cij is noninreasing.Hene, only onstant ost funtions cij lead to invertible REFs with property (INV). Itis not possible to invert the underlying graph as needed for bidiretional shortest-pathalgorithms or the seond appliation mentioned in the introdution.Nevertheless, a proper inversion is typially not neessary for feasibility heking beausethe resoure r = cost is normally not bounded from above. To larify that point, onsiderPropositions 10 and 3. Here, the riterion is to hek T0 against an upper bound f inv

P (bp)(or fP1
(T0) ≤ f inv

P2
(bp), resp.). If the ost omponent is unonstrained, i.e., bcost

i = ∞for all i ∈ V , then f inv,cost
P (bp) = f inv,cost

P2
(bp) = ∞. Thus, it is possible to restritthe feasibility hek to all resoures exept resoure r = cost. Note further that a ostomputation over several segments an be done using forward segment REFs, e.g., theost of P1 + P2 is (fP2

◦ fP1
(T0))

cost so that no inverse REFs are needed for this task.6 An Illustrative ExampleThe example is de�ned on the network (V,A) with time windows [ai, bi] and the pikup piand delivery di demands for i ∈ V = {1, 2, . . . , 8} depited in Figure 3. The intentionis to model a VRP with time windows and simultaneous deliveries and pikups. For thesake of simpliity, we assume that all travel times are tij = 2 and that eah visit of anode implies a pro�t of one unit, i.e., cij = −1 for all (i, j) ∈ A. The vehile apaity is
Q = 20.The non-dereasing REF on an ar (i, j) ∈ A is given by25
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Fig. 3. Example Graph for a VRP with Time Windows and Simultaneous Delivery andPikup
fij(T

cost
i , T time

i , T pick
i , TmL

i )

=
(

T cost
i + cij ,max{aj , T

time
i + tij}, T

pick
i + pj,max{T pick

i + dj, T
mL
i + pj}

)and resoure windows are
(T cost

i , T time
i , T pick

i , TmL
i ) ∈ [0,∞) × [ai, bi] × [pi, Q] × [max{pi, di}, Q]We �rst onsider path P = (2, 3, 4, 5) as a (non-deomposable) segment. The omputationof the segment REF fP an use the Formulas (15) and (18) yielding

fP (T cost
2 , T time

2 , T pick
2 , TmL

2 )

= (T cost
2 − 3,max{9, T time

2 + 6}, T pick
2 + 12,max{T pick

2 + 13, TmL
2 + 9})The interpretation of these values is as follows: Along path P , the aumulated pro�tis 3 (ost −3). The earliest arrival time at the destination node 5 of P is 9, while theaumulated travel and servie time along P is 6. Conerning the demands, along thepath P (exluding the �rst node 2) a demand of∑5

i=3 pi = 12 is piked up and a demandof ∑5
i=3 di = 13 is delivered. The maximum load that ours along the path P dependson the initial onditions at (or more preisely when leaving) node 2. If the vehile isempty (nothing piked up or delivered at node 2), the maximum load of 13 ours onthe ar (4,5), sine p3 + p4 = 9 is already piked up and d5 = 4 has to be delivered tonode 5. Furthermore, if the initial onditions are suh that TmL

2 ≤ T pick
2 + 4 holds, thenthe maximum load along P is T pick

2 + 13 and ours on the ar (4, 5) again. Otherwise,the maximum load is TmL
2 + 9 and ours on an ar preeding P . With a2 = (0, 2, 4, 5)

⊤ ,we see that fP (a2) = (−3, 9, 16, 17)
⊤ is the minimum resoure onsumption at the �nalnode 5 of P .Using (19) and (20), the inverse segment REF for P = (2, 3, 4, 5) is

f inv
P (Scost

5 , Stime
5 , Spick

5 , SmL
5 )

= (T cost
5 + 3,min{4, T time

5 − 6},min{T pick
5 − 12, TmL

5 − 13}, TmL
5 − 9})With b5 = (∞, 10, 20, 20)

⊤ , one gets f inv
P (b5) = (∞, 4, 7, 11)

⊤

≥ a2. Therefore, Proposi-tion 3 guarantees that segment P is resoure-feasible.26



The advantage of having the (inverse) segment REF for P is that multiple REF evalua-tions and heks against upper bounds an be avoided. A path O preeding P yields afeasible onatenation O ⊕ P if the resoure onsumption at the end of O is less than orequal to f inv
P (b5) (a single omparison). Additionally, REF and inverse REF for O ⊕ Pan be omputed in onstant time from the orresponding REFs of O and P .In order to ompute all resoure-feasible paths in the network (V,A) ontaining P , onesimply has to onsider the �ve segments O = (1, 2), O′ = (1, 6, 2), P = (2, 3, 4, 5),

Q = (5, 8), and Q′ = (5, 7, 8). Sine f(1,6,2)(a1) = f62◦f12((0, 0, 0, 0)
⊤

) = (−2, 5, 9, 10)
⊤

6≤

f inv
P (b5) = (∞, 4, 7, 11)

⊤ , the onatenation of O′ and P is infeasible. The same holds forthe onatenation of P and Q′, beause of fP (a2) = (−3, 9, 16, 17)
⊤

6≤ f inv
(5,7,8)(b8) =

f inv
57 ◦ f inv

78 ((∞, 12, 20, 20)
⊤

) = f inv
57 ((∞, 7, 20, 20)

⊤

) = (∞, 5, 18, 18)
⊤ . Hene, the onlypath ontaining P left is O ⊕ P ⊕ Q = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8). We an easily hek that O and

Q are resoure-feasible. The fat that f12(a1) = (−1, 2, 4, 5)
⊤

≤ f inv
P (b5) = (∞, 4, 7, 11)

⊤shows that O ⊕ P is resoure-feasible. With Propositions 8(a) and 5() we an omputethe REF for the onatenation O ⊕ P ,
fO⊕P (T cost

1 , T time
1 , T pick

1 , TmL
1 )

= (T cost
1 − 4,max{8, T time

1 + 8}, T pick
1 + 16,max{T pick

1 + 17, TmL
1 + 14}),so that fO⊕P (a1) = fO⊕P ((0, 0, 0, 0)

⊤

) = (−4, 8, 16, 17)
⊤ holds. Finally, f inv

Q (b8) =

f inv
58 ((∞, 12, 20, 20)

⊤

) = (∞, 10, 20, 20)
⊤

≥ fO⊕P (a1) implies that O⊕P ⊕Q is resoure-feasible.7 ConlusionsThis paper has provided a theoretial foundation for de�ning, analyzing, and manipu-lating resoure-onstrained paths. REFs are the main tool for mathematially desribingomplex interdependenies between resoures. From a modeling point of view, the texthas surveyed di�erent types of real-world onstraints, mainly taken from the area of vehi-le routing and rew sheduling. The uni�ed model by Desaulniers et al. (1998) has shownthat nearly all types of deterministi VRPs and SPVCs onsidered in the literature areovered by REF-based models.From an algorithmi point of view, e�ient REF handling is desirable in exat as wellas in heuristi solution methods for these problems. Exat solutions proedures (olumngeneration or Lagrangean relaxation integrated into branh-and-bound) require the om-putation of least ost resoure-onstrained paths. While e�ient solution methods forSPPRC an be found in a separate survey (Irnih and Desaulniers, 2005), the fous herehas been on methods that support several types of aeleration proedures. Bidiretionalshortest-path algorithms (Salani, 2005), redued ost ar-elimination proedures (Irnih,2007) and the dynami aggregation method by Elhallaoui et al. (2005) need well-de�nedonepts for inverting the solution proess and for simplifying the omputations whensegments are shrunk. Loal searh-based proedures are used in all kinds of traditionaland modern metaheuristis. Irnih (2006) explains the usefulness of segment REFs forthe evaluation of neighbor solutions if represented by a giant tour and, espeially, fordeveloping e�ient feasibility heking proedures.27



Resoure-onstrained paths and REFs an be seen as the key onept for bridging thegap between exat and heuristi methods for rih VRPs (Hasle et al., 2003). The de-tailed analysis undertaken here lari�es whih types of REFs are well-suited for di�erentalgorithmi tasks. Non-dereasing REFs are imperative for the appliation of easy-to-implement dominane rules, leading to well-performing dynami programming labelingproedures for solving the subproblem in exat approahes. These methods are appliableto VRPs with (multiple) time windows, path length onstraints, multiple use of vehiles,time-dependent travel times, periodi and multiple depot versions of spei� VRPs et.We have pointed out the additional assumptions whih guarantee onstant time feasibil-ity heks: REFs have to be invertible and segment REFs need to have representationswith a �xed number of oe�ients (independent of their length, property (FNoC)). Inpartiular, properties (FNoC) and (CJS) enable O (1) proedures for the determinationof whether the onatenation of a priori given segments is a resoure-feasible path. Thesame assumptions (invertible REF, (FNoC), (CJS)) are desirable for ar elimination andthe dynami aggregation method for the aeleration of branh-and-prie algorithms.Classial REFs and REFs with pairwise max-term already have these `good' properties.Several examples of real-world onstraints fall into this sheme, for instane, non-trivialtime/shedule harateristis (waiting times, times on duty) or simultaneous delivery andpikup requirements. Other REFs annot guarantee (FNoC), but their generalization tosegments imposes REFs of well-de�ned form (i.e., property (SCoF); for instane, REFsfor multiple time windows, ertain load-dependent ost funtions, and non-dereasinginonveniene osts). Even without guaranteed onstant time feasibility heking, thesesegment REFs and their inverses an still be useful for speeding up exat and heuristialgorithms.ReferenesAhn, B. and Shin, J. (1991). Vehile-routeing with time windows and time-varying on-gestions. Journal of the Operational Researh Soiety, 42, 393�400.Ahuja, R., Magnanti, T., and Orlin, J. (1993). Network Flows: Theory, Algorithms, andAppliations. Prentie Hall, Englewood Cli�s, New Jersey.Avella, P., Boia, M., and Sforza, A. (2004). Resoure onstrained shortest path prob-lems in path planning for �eet management. Journal of Mathematial Modelling andAlgorithms, 3(1), 1�17.Beasley, J. and Christo�des, N. (1989). An algorithm for the resoure onstrained shortestpath problem. Networks, 19, 379�394.Borndörfer, R., Grötshel, M., and Löbel, A. (2001). Sheduling duties by adaptiveolumn generation. Tehnisher Beriht (ZIB-Report) 01-02, Konrad-Zuse-Zentrumfür Informationstehnik Berlin (ZIB), Berlin.Christiansen, M. (1996). Inventory and Time Constrained Ship Routing � A Mathemat-ial Approah. Ph.D. dissertation, Norwegian University of Siene and Tehnology,Trondheim, Norway.Christo�des, N. and Eilon, S. (1969). An algorithm for the vehile-dispathing problem.Operational Researh Quarterly, 20(3), 309�318.Desaulniers, G. and Villeneuve, D. (2000). The shortest path problem with time windowsand linear waiting osts. Transportation Siene, 34(3), 312�319.Desaulniers, G., Desrosiers, J., Ioahim, I., Solomon, M., Soumis, F., and Villeneuve, D.(1998). A uni�ed framework for deterministi time onstrained vehile routing and28
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T ((0, 1), T0) is ompat. Iterating the same hain of arguments for all pre�x paths P ′ =
(0, 1, . . . , p′), p′ ≤ p of P implies that eah set T (P ′, T0) is ompat, too. The propositionfollows with p′ = p. XPROOF of Proposition 3. It follows from de�nition (1) that the statement is truefor P = (0), i.e. for p = 0. By indution, we an assume that the pre�x path
P− = (0, 1, . . . , p−1) ful�lls T (P−, T0) = [âp−1(T0), bp−1] with âp−1(T0) de�ned as statedabove. From Proposition 1 it follows that T (P, T0) = fp−1,p([âp−1(T0), bp−1])

x ∩ [ap, bp]holds. Sine fp−1,p is non-dereasing, we have fp−1,p(âp−1(T0)) ≤ fp−1,p(T ) for all
T ∈ [âp−1(T0), bp−1]. Hene, fp−1,p([âp−1(T0), bp−1])

x = fp−1,p(âp−1(T0))
x (note that onthe LHS x is applied to a set and on the RHS it is applied to a vetor). The de�nition ofthe operator x implies xx ∩ [a, b] = [max{a, x}, b] for all vetors x, a, b ∈ R

R and, there-fore, fp−1,p(âp−1(T0))
x ∩ [ap, bp] = [max{ap, fp−1,p(âp−1(T0))}, bp]. The left bound of theinterval oinides with âp(T0) and the proposition is proven. XPROOF of Proposition 4. Indution over the length p of P : Obviously, for P = (0)the set T (P, T0) is [T0, b0], whih is empty for T0 6≤ b0 and an R-dimensional interval,otherwise.For p ≥ 1, let P ′ be the pre�x path (0, 1, . . . , p − 1). The assumption of the indu-tion is that T (P ′, T0) is the empty set or a polytope. In the latter ase, it followsthat fp−1,p map T (P ′, T0) to a polytope (beause eah lineare funtion maps a poly-tope conv({T 1, . . . , T q}) to a polytope conv({f(T 1), . . . , f(T q)})). Using identity (12)for the polytope f(T (P ′, T0)), the operator x transforms it to a polyhedron with the unitvetors e1, e2, . . . , eR ∈ R

R as extreme rays. Finally, the intersetion of fp−1,p(T (P ′, T0))
xwith [ap, bp] uts the polyhedron to a polytope again. XPROOF of Proposition 5. If âi(T0) ≤ bi holds for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p} one anuse these vetors as resoure vetors Ti in de�nition (1) to see that P is feasible, i.e.,

âi(T0) ∈ T (P, T0) 6= ∅ holds. In ontrast, if T (P, T0) 6= ∅, valid resoure vetors Ti,
i ∈ {1, . . . , p} exist ful�lling de�nition (1). Starting with T1 ≥ max{a1, f0,1(T0)} =
max{a1, f0,1(â0(T0))} = â1(T0)), the same arguments and the non-dereasing REF implythat Ti ≥ âi(T0) holds for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Therefore, âi(T0) ≤ Ti ≤ bi holds for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. XPROOF of Proposition 6. Diret alulus. X31



PROOF of Proposition 7. For a segment P = (0) onsisting of a single node, For-mula (15b) gives aP = a0 and tP = 0, i.e., fP (T ) = max{a0, T}. This is the orret REFfor the segment (0). A segment P = (0, 1) oinides with an ar and the orrespondingREF is of the required form. The statement for longer segments P follows by indutionfrom Proposition 6 with the REF for the segments P1 = (0, . . . , p−1) and P2 = (p−1, p).
XPROOF of Proposition 8. (a) follows diretly from Proposition 6.(b) follows from (a) with the three segments P1, (i, j), and P2. XPROOF of Theorem 1. Diret onsequene of Propositions 7 and 8. XPROOF of Proposition 9. Diret alulus. XPROOF of Theorem 2. Follows from Proposition 9. For the sake of brevity, we do notpresent losed formulas for the omputation of the oe�ients t, u, t′, u′. Nevertheless,Proposition 9 shows that property (CJS) holds, too. XPROOF of Proposition 10. Aording to Proposition 5 and equality (14) the seg-ment P is feasible w.r.t. T0 if and only if fi−1,i◦· · ·◦f01(T0) ≤ bi holds for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p}.Using property (INV) this is equivalent to T0 ≤ f inv

01 ◦ · · · ◦ f inv
i−1,i(bi) for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p}.Finally, using properties (UBB) and (NDI), we an establish the following inequality

f inv
01 ◦ f inv

12 ◦ · · · ◦ f inv
p−2,p−1 ◦ f inv

p−1,p(bp)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤bp−1

≤ f inv
01 ◦ f inv

12 ◦ · · · ◦ f inv
p−2,p−1(bp−1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤bp−1

≤ . . .

≤ f inv
01 ◦ f inv

01 (b2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤b1

≤ f inv
01 (b1)

≤ b0for all the values T0 is ompared with. Summing up, P is feasible w.r.t. T0 if and only
T0 ≤ f inv

01 ◦ · · · ◦ f inv
p−1,p(bp) holds. XPROOF of Theorem 3. Let for the sake of brevity, let 0 = alpha(P1) and p = ω(P2).The inequality fP1
(a0) ≤ f inv

P2
(bp) is equivalent to a0 ≤ f inv

P1
◦ f inv

P2
(bp) = f inv

P (bp). With
T0 = a0 this is the riterion given in Proposition 10. XPROOF of Proposition 11. We have to show property (INV), i.e., the equivalene
fij(Ti) ≤ Tj ⇐⇒ Ti ≤ f inv

ij (Tj).`=⇒': Ti

(INV 1)

≤ f inv
ij (fij(Ti))

(NDI),fij(Ti)≤Tj

≤ f inv
ij (Tj)`⇐=': fij(Ti)

fijn.d.,Ti≤f inv
ij

(Tj)

≤ fij(f
inv
ij (Tj))

(INV 2)

≤ Tj X32



PROOF of Theorem 4. (a) Any funtion of the form min{b, T − t} is non-dereasingin T for arbitrary b, t ∈ R
R. It remains to show that the above de�nition of f inv hasproperties (INV1) and (INV2). Property (INV1) follows from

f inv(f(T )) = min{bi, f(T ) − tij} = min{bi,max{aj , T + tij} − tij}

= min{bi,max{aj − tij , T}} ≥ min{bi, T}

≥ T.Note that the last inequality holds beause of T ∈ (−∞, bi]. Property (INV2) followsfrom
f(f inv(T ′)) = max{aj , f

inv(T ′) + tij} = max{aj ,min{bi, T
′ − tij} + tij}

= max{aj ,min{bi + tij, T
′}} ≤ max{aj , T

′}

≤ T ′Again, the last inequality holds, sine T ′ ∈ [aj ,∞) is assumed.(b) Follows from arguments analogue to those used in Proposition 7.() Diret alulus. XPROOF of Theorem 5. (a) We show that properties (INV1) and (INV2) hold for
(T, T ′) ∈ (−∞, (bi, b

′
i)] and (S, S′) ∈ [(aj , a

′
j),∞). First,

f inv
ij (fij(T, T ′))

= (min{bi,max{aj , T + tij , T
′ + uij} − tij,max{a′j , T + t′ij, T

′ + u′
ij} − t′ij},

min{b′i,max{aj , T + tij, T
′ + uij} − uij,max{a′j , T + t′ij , T

′ + u′
ij} − u′

ij})

= (min{bi,max{aj − tij , T, T ′ + uij − tij},max{a′j − t′ij, T, T ′ + u′
ij − t′ij},

min{b′i,max{aj − uij , T + tij − uij, T
′},max{a′j − u′

ij}, T + t′ij − u′
ij}, T

′})

≥ (min{bi, T, T},min{b′i, T
′, T ′})

= (T, T ′),whih proves (INV1) and seond
fij(f

inv
ij (S, S′))

= (max{aj ,min{bi, S − tij, S
′ − t′ij} + tij,min{b′i, S − uij , S

′ − u′
ij} + uij},

max{a′j ,min{bi, S − tij, S
′ + t′ij} + t′ij,min{b′i, S − uij , S

′ + u′
ij} + u′

ij})

= (max{aj ,min{bi + tij , S, S′ − t′ij + tij},min{b′i + uij, S, S′ − u′
ij + uij}},

max{a′j ,min{bi + t′ij , S − tij + t′ij, S
′},min{b′i + u′

ij , S − uij + u′
ij, S

′}})

≤ (max{aj , S, S},max{a′j , S
′, S′})

= (S, S′),whih proves (INV2).() Diret alulus. Repeated appliation of () for all ars of the path P yields (b). X33


